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About This Content

The official arrangement album of Tangledeep, featuring 21 unique and inspired remixes of the original soundtrack's
memorable themes and melodies! Published by OverClocked Records, this album features some of the finest talent from the

OverClocked ReMix community who reinterpret Andrew Aversa's original work in a variety of genres and styles.

From serene, cinematic orchestra (Dale North's Riverstone Serenade) to acoustic jazz (Doug Perry's To Undiscovered
Lands), progressive electronic (PRYZM's Dreams of the Deep) and heavy rock (WillRock's A Beakful of Beatdown and
Norg's Metal Guardian), there's truly something for everyone on this compilation. Fans of Tangledeep's music are sure to

enjoy!

Music provided in MP3 and lossless FLAC format with full tagging. A "Tangledeep ~ Arrange ~ Soundtrack" folder will be
downloaded with both mp3 and flac folders containing all files.

TRACKLIST:

01 - DaMonz: Prepare to Learn (Training) [4:15]

02 - Dale North: Riverstone Serenade (Town Theme) [2:55]

03 - Chimpazilla: Secret Garden (Tutorial Dungeon) [2:50]
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04 - Joe Zieja: Groove Theme (Riverstone Grove) [2:57]

05 - Nicole Adams ft. Ty Guenley: Into the Mystic (Dungeon 1) [4:08]

06 - Nutritious ft. OceansAndrew: Shadowstep (Dungeon 2) [4:30]

07 - Jon Person: callq___td_Int32__dun[0]_ (Dungeon 1) [4:24]

08 - timaeus222: In the Heart of Home (Medley)(Medley) [3:33]

09 - bLiNd: Bird Boyz Bounce (Villainous) [3:00]

10 - WillRock: A Beakful of Beatdown (Boss 1) [3:55]

11 - Tuberz McGee: Wait a Minute, We're Supposed to Haggle?! (Fun Merchant) [3:11]

12 - Chimpazilla: Bollywood Nights (Desert Villa) [3:52]

13 - TeraCMusic: Harmonies of Time (Dungeon 3) [3:15]

14 - Mazedude: Tanglesleep (Game Over) [4:51]

15 - Joshua Morse: SFC Retro (Dungeon 3) [3:27]

16 - norg: Metal Guardian (Boss 2) [3:23]

17 - Taylor Ambrosio Wood: Dungeon V But It's Jazz (Dungeon 5) [4:15]

18 - PRYZM ft. Doug Perry: Dreams of the Deep (Dungeon 6) [3:16]

19 - Flexstyle: Saga Progressive (Final Boss) [5:22]

20 - Doug Perry: To Undiscovered Lands (Ending) [4:07]

21 - Dhsu: Valse de Title (Opening [2:32]

TOTAL RUNTIME: 1 hour 18 minutes
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Bought this, but didn't receive anything. Submitted a support request. Will change the review, if I get the items.

Edit: Received the keys from the support.. Cool game. Unique. Great controls. Great music. Easy to learn. Not much of
playerbase. Game does have decent bot support though. Worth the 10 bucks I paid.. There are obviously issues that need to be
addressed but I can tell the developer(s) are passionate about this. So I'll list its problems below.

 Keep working on the localization. There are still some grammatical errors here and there.

 When playing using mouse and keyboard, and I try to move the camera by holding the right mouse button, the camera
stops moving once I reach the edge of my screen.

 Make combat feel a little more responsive. Sometimes when I'm fighting something, I wanna feel like I'm attacking
them. Their health decreases as I attack, which is definitely good, but try to make it flashy so it's clear that we're
fighting. Don't get me wrong, it's good, so let's expand upon that.
I think it's an otherwise promising title, so I'll tell you what: I'm gonna hold onto this so that when you continue working
on it, I can come back and play the game. Good luck.. Not worth your time or money. Not even a sad story just silly.
Interesting tropes though havent seen it before. Still interested in what else the creator will make.. Ignore my steam
hours, I used to own this game. It's old, so go into it knowing that some things are going to be hard to figure out and
things like the quest journal may not be polished.

That being said, I love nethergate. It's a refreshing break from the games nowadays that hold your hand through every
linear dungeon and tell you exactly where to go. I like getting lost in the dungeons, being slingshotted from above by
goblins, getting trapped and being penalized for activating things I shouldn't be activating. The characters are fairly
robust, with a 4 party system that allows you to specialize pretty well. Definitely recommend if you're looking for an
older RPG fix.. I can't tell if this is a good game. I played like 8 hours of it....but I don't know if I had a good time. I
can't tell if there is any depth or complexity or just the illusion of it.

I want to like it. But...I dunno....

Anyways, for 10$....I dunno...really wish there was a maybe? I got my money's worth out of it for the 8 hours at least. I
would say that this is worthwhile if you've already scraped the bottom of the barrel of roguelikes.. *Update* The
Developer flagged all of my screenshots as violating community guidelines even though they are just shots of their game.
So regardless of whether the game gets better or not, the dev obviously has no problems abusing their customer base.
Caveat emptor.

--------------------------

A good start but there is nothing to do.
1v1 multiplayer via direct lan connection is fine but is fairly optimistic given the price and the fact that it is early access.
Maybe once the rest of the features have been implemented, this will be good.
Right now, I can't recommend it.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/L41V-aF7GCo. I've been a fan of Matt Clark's work for several years now and so I bought the game
immediately upon release. For an adventure horror enthusiast like myself there's nothing better than a spooky game set
in an interesting location (Cornwall).It's the Equinox and something strange is afoot in Barrow Hill, you are the journalist
tasked with finding out the truth behind what's going on there.

There 's lots to enjoy here: the story, graphics, puzzles and music.The story of Barrow Hill is full of ancient folklore,
pagan rituals and magic which actually makes you want to check out the real life locations this game was based on. The
graphics are great for an indie game, a nice change from pixel-style games that are popular now. The puzzles can take
some time to figure out but all the clues are there to help you.The use of sound in Barrow Hill is amazing- you can
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almost feel that there's a presence in the woods watching your every move. Even a crackling twig sounds menacing.

I recommend this game to anybody interested in adventure horror games with rich stories.. for being a simple, pixel
RPG shooter, I find it quite enjoyable!. If you love alternate skins like I do, this is the best pack of the whole Arkham
roster. Only downside is you have to go to the batcave anytime you want to change.
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A fast game, with no more than 4 hours of gameplay.
This game remind me some old school platform from ps1, so I really enjoyed it.
I've got a little bit confused about the story (who is the man they are trying to save? what's that boss?), and the items u find
through game, but the visuals are really nice!
sometimes I had this feeling of flow, while using the right combination of atacks to get through some parts of the game,and that
was really awesome!

I would say this is a 7/10 game. So, for 3-4h, its worth a try.. Runs very slowly due to an odd multi-process architecture, and the
tutorial's broken. Didn't get far.. Don\\'t waste your money this version is missing LOTS of features from Tower! 2011 most
importantly voice commands. Maybe a few months down the roads after updates this will become as good as the previous
version. This is one of the few games I have refunded on Steam.. Great game and a lot of fun, because of many interesting
gimmicks. Would recommend this for any player who likes Jump & Runs\/Parkour games.. I get what they what they were
trying to do but it just doesn`t get there,it was a brilliant idea for a game but sadly the micromanagement is insane,gameplay
boring,and it`s just uninteresting,I can`t really "get into" the game.

Could have been a lot better

Kudos to the people who made the graphics though,even on the crappy computer I have where I have to put the graphics down
to minimal,it still looks amazing. An odd little tower defense game, and one that will certainly not be to everyone's liking, but
for those who do enjoy its style, it will work your brain and entertain for hours.
First the downside. The game has zero personality. The targets are simple colored geometric shapes, each shot removes a 'layer'
dropping down thru the colors until the shape is broken down to the next size, repeat as needed.
A deal breaker for some players, there is no pathing on the maps I have been on, and I will be shocked if it shows up in the other
maps. If they do I will come back and edit the review.
You are also limited to where you can build towers, for which there are about six types, five which I have unlocked. Some
shoot, some have a slowing affect. They seem to upgrade to level three, then stop, with no variety or control over what they
improve into.
Now the upsides, at least for me.
The game is totally three dimensional. The controls take some getting used to, and I have not mastered them by far, but the path
the shapes take go up and under, around and on occasion thru, and learning to find your way around can be challenging.
One way in which the game created variety is the platforms you can build on the build points. (These are in addition to the
previously mentioned turrets) They offer an extension of build points, one offers three, the other five, I believe, though you
cannot build into a spot that blocks the path. What I found really interesting was that you can build a platform on a platform,
with so far no limit, allowing for some really interesting ways to get your guns into useful positions.
One mechanism the game has which I wish more tower-defense games would also use is that you gain resources with every hit,
not every time something dies. I'm not expecting more of a reward, but to get it as a monster progresses seems a better way to
spread out the resources, and avoids the issue of getting no resources if you have done a ton of damage but fail to finish it off.
The final piece of the puzzle that brings me back again and again is that your experience does not vanish when you lose a level.
You do not have to unlock each gun or upgrade each time you play. For now this adds some nice replayability. There are also
five levels of difficulty for each of the six maps.
Yes, it appears to be only six.
One thing to be aware of is how many lives you lose when a shape hits the exit, it appears to be one for every potential color and
shape remaining to that piece, this can be huge, and even on easy the difficulty of the monsters scale much faster than the
potency of your weapons.
 Given that I have only played a few times, I find this game easy to recommend. I got it really cheap, which is always a plus, and
have already gotten my moneys worth. As I explore the game further, I will probably come back here and touch base, but as of
right now, thumbs up!. Blackfaun is a nicely done roguelike wich plays like a Diablo-game.

You move with WASD and use skills and aim with the mouse (or gamepad, if you so choose.)

You find all sorts of loot, which can be better or worse, depending on your skills that you use. When you level up, you can spend
attribute points for damage, life or magic find.

Every stage has a boss you must fight. When you finish the last boss or die during the dungeon, you can start over with better
passive skills to begin with. These passive skills are unlocked when you find them as itemdrops or as achievement rewards. They
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can alter your gameplay a little bit every time you play.

There are no bugs from what i experienced, and i finished the game a few times already. The music and sounds are well crafted
and fit to the gameplay.

Graphics are nothing you buy this game for but they aren't too shabby. Unlike the performance, fps go below 60fps on my
Nvidia Titan X, which is irritating.

On normal difficulty, the game is a bit easy, but it's a good difficulty to learn the mechanics. Then you can start with
"blackfaun"-difficulty, which increases every time you finish the game.

This game by now is a great roguelike, if they add more content (like stages, loot, skills etc.), this will be a steal for the price
they ask. If you like Diablo-like gameplay, you should definitely try this one out.. This is a visual novel, so there isn't much
input from the "player". Basically, there are 7 endings, depending on your limited choices. After you see all 7 endings, you will
unlock an 8th ending. There is also a really bad space game included as an "easter egg". It's really boring and not worth your
time.

If you are going for the achievements, there is an option to skip all the writing and go immediately to the questions, which
allows you to finish the game in around a minute. However, that kind of defeats the purpose of the game. So, whether you play
this game for the story, or you skip passed everything for an easy completion, this game is really boring and really not worth
playing for more than a few minutes. Don't buy this!. dosent work in windows 7 or windows 8 tried to diffrent machines same
results. This & its sister game should be removed from steam
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